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Across the Wide and Lonesome Prairie
In her diary, thirteen-year-old Hattie chronicles her
family's arduous 1847 journey from Missouri to
Oregon on the Oregon Trail.

Polychaeta Myzostomidae and
Sedentaria of Antarctica
When Adaline Falling Star goes in search of her
missing father, scout Kit Carson, she ends up on a
challenging wilderness adventure that causes her to
learn a great deal about herself. Reprint.

When All Is Said
My Story: A Picture of Freedomis a tale based on the
real-life memoirs of Clotee Henley, a young slave who
helped over 150 slaves escape to freedom via the
Underground Railroad. It's 1859 and Clotee is a slave
in a Virginia plantation. It's illegal for slaves to read
and write, but Clotee is teaching herself in secret.
'Freedom' is just another word she's learned to write.
Then she finds out about the Underground Railroad, a
network of people who help runaway slaves, and
discovers that freedom is more than just a word
Experience history first-hand with My Story in this allnewlook!

A Coal Miner's Bride
It's late summer 1793, and the streets of Philadelphia
are abuzz with mosquitoes and rumors of fever. Down
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near the docks, many have taken ill, and the fatalities
are mounting. Now they include Polly, the serving girl
at the Cook Coffeehouse. But fourteen-year-old Mattie
Cook doesn't get a moment to mourn the passing of
her childhood playmate. New customers have overrun
her family's coffee shop, located far from the
mosquito-infested river, and Mattie's concerns of
fever are all but overshadowed by dreams of growing
her family's small business into a thriving enterprise.
But when the fever begins to strike closer to home,
Mattie's struggle to build a new life must give way to
a new fight-the fight to stay alive.

Lonesome Animals
"A tortured hero, a love that defies distance and
timethis is a book you won't soon forget." Cat Johnson
"Passionate, gritty and fast pacedwith a hot blooded,
honorable hero to make every woman's knees go
weak." Diane Whiteside" Katie Harris loved growing
up on a ranch. She had her horse, the beautiful Texas
prairie, and Cole Logan, the cowboy next door. But
there are a lot of secrets hidden under a Texas sky
Katie always knew she'd marry Cole one day—until he
broke her dreams and her heart. But now that Katie's
father is sick, she's back home, older, wiser and
nowhere near the love-sick fool she once was. Cole
knows Katie doesn't want anything to do with him.
But after so many years, he can't pretend she's no
more than the girl next door. Holding his ground was
hard enough when she was seventeen. Now that she's
her own woman, Cole's heart doesn't stand a chance
"Wow! I could not put this book down. Beautifully
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written. Lots of surprises, twists and turns." Amazon
Reviewer

Voyage on the Great Titanic
"Wake of Vultures will kick your a** up one page and
down the other." -- io9 Nettie Lonesome dreams of a
greater life than toiling as a slave in the sandy desert.
But when a stranger attacks her, Nettie wins more
than the fight. Now she's got friends, a good horse,
and a better gun. But if she can't kill the thing
haunting her nightmares and stealing children across
the prairie, she'll lose it all -- and never find out what
happened to her real family. Wake of Vultures is the
first novel of the Shadow series featuring the fearless
Nettie Lonesome. The Shadow seriesWake of
VulturesConspiracy of Ravens

Girlbomb
In her diary in 1912, 13-year-old Margaret Ann
describes how she leaves her lonely life in a London
orphanage to become a companion to a wealthy
American woman, sails on the Titanic and experiences
its sinking.

Dear Canada: Where the River Takes Me
Just two hours ago, I had been heating up some lentil
soup at my mom’s in Brooklyn, thinking I’d eat it and
maybe read some Edith Wharton before bed. Now
here I was at a runaway shelter, staring at a nun’s
mustache and wondering where I was going to spend
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the rest of my adolescence. At fifteen, sick of her
mom’s spineless reactions to abusive men–and afraid
of her stepfather’s unpredictable behavior–Janice
Erlbaum walked out of her family’s apartment and
never returned. What followed that fateful decision is
the heart of this amazing, fascinating, and disturbing
memoir. From her first frightening night at a shelter,
trying to sleep in a large room filled with yelling girls,
Janice knew she was in over her head. She was
beaten up, shaken down, and nearly stabbed by a
pregnant girl. But it was still better than living at
home. Just like that, she was halfway homeless,
always one step away from being sent “upstate to
Lockdown.” As Janice slipped further into street life,
she nevertheless continued to attend high school,
harbor crushes, even play the lead in the spring
production of Guys and Dolls. She also roamed the
streets, clubs, bars, and parks of New York City with
her two best girlfriends, on the prowl for hard drugs
and boys on skateboards. Together they scored coke
at Danceteria, smoked angel dust in East Village
squats, commiserated over their crazy mothers, and
slept with one another’s boyfriends on a regular basis.
Janice Erlbaum paints a wry, mesmerizing portrait of
being underprivileged, underage, and underdressed in
the 1980s, bouncing from shelters to group homes,
from tenement squats to legendary nightclubs. A
moving and tremendously entertaining ride through
the seediest parts of New York City, Girlbomb
provides an unflinching look at street life, survival
sex, female friendships, and first loves. From the
Hardcover edition.
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Wake of Vultures
Desperately waiting to learn the fate of her soldier
brother who was stationed aboard the Arizona during
the attack on Pearl Harbor, Piper struggles with strict
rationing and blackouts in her Seattle home before
her pastor father moves the family to an internment
camp with his Japanese-American congregants.
60,000 first printing.

Ancient Mariner
A novelization of twenty-two-year-old photographer
Edith Irvine's experiences in the aftermath of the
1906 San Francisco Earthquake, as seen through the
eyes of fifteen-year-old Daisy, a fictitious traveling
companion. Includes reader's guide and author i

100 Statements about Across the Wide
and Lonesome Prairie
In his 1845 diary, thirteen-year-old orphan Jedediah
describes his wagon train journey to Oregon, in which
he confronts rivers and sandy plains, bears and
rattlesnakes, and the challenges of living with his
fellow travelers. Includes historical notes.

Flight #116 Is Down
Earthquake at Dawn
Newbery Honor author Kathryn Lasky's A JOURNEY TO
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THE NEW WORLD is now back in print with a gorgeous
new package! Twelve-year-old Remember Patience
Whipple ("Mem" for short) has just arrived in the New
World with her parents after a grueling 65-day
journey on the MAYFLOWER. Mem has an irrepressible
spirit, and leaps headfirst into life in her new home.
Despite harsh conditions, Mem is fearless. She helps
to care for the sick and wants more than anything to
meet and befriend a Native American.

High, Wide and Lonesome
One of Goodreads' 43 Most Anticipated Reads of 2019
“Beautiful. Intimate. Tearful. Aching and lyrical. So
simply and beautifully told.” –Louise Penny, #1 New
York Times bestselling author "I'm here to
remember–all that I have been and all that I will never
be again." If you had to pick five people to sum up
your life, who would they be? If you were to raise a
glass to each of them, what would you say? And what
would you learn about yourself, when all is said? At
the bar of a grand hotel in a small Irish town sits
84-year-old Maurice Hannigan. He’s alone, as usual though tonight is anything but. Pull up a stool and
charge your glass, because Maurice is finally ready to
tell his story. Over the course of this evening, he will
raise five toasts to the five people who have meant
the most to him. Through these stories - of unspoken
joy and regret, a secret tragedy kept hidden, a fierce
love that never found its voice - the life of one man
will be powerful and poignantly laid bare. Beautifully
heart-warming and powerfully felt, the voice of
Maurice Hannigan will stay with you long after all is
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said and done.
Torn Thread
70 years later, the bombing of Pearl Harbor comes to
life for a new generation of readers!History's most
terrifying moments are brought vividly to life in the
action-packed fictional I SURVIVED series! Do you
have what it takes to survive the bombing of Pearl
Harbor?Eleven-year-old Danny Crane is alone on his
favorite beach in Hawaii when the world is torn apart
and World War II officially hits the United States. Does
he have what it takes to find his way home in the
midst of the bombs, the smoke, and the destruction of
the day that will live in infamy?

Paths Less Traveled: Tramping on Trails
(And Sometimes Not) to Find New
Hampshire's Special Places
Critically acclaimed and award-winning author
Kristiana Gregory's ACROSS THE WIDE AND
LONESOME PRAIRIE is now back in print with a
gorgeous new package! After the death of her two
sisters, thirteen-year-old Hattie and her family make
for a fresh start. They sell their farm in Missouri and
journey across the Oregon Trail toward Oregon City.
At first the adventure is exciting, but as the days,
weeks, and months pass, Hattie realizes what a
dangerous and tedious trip it is. As they cross the
prairies, news of the fate of the Donner party reaches
them, and death, disease, weather, and the terrain
take a terrible toll on their traveling party. The
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Campbells lose neighbors and friends until they
almost cannot bear to continue. But Hattie and her
family must persevere or risk the same misfortune.
Hattie's diary chronicles the hardships of such a
harrowing journey, but also captures the small
moments, the friendships and celebrations of life, that
keep hope alive.

I Survived the Bombing of Pearl Harbor,
1941 (I Survived #4)
Fever 1793
In her diary, thirteen-year-old Hattie chronicles her
family's arduous 1847 journey from Missouri to
Oregon on the Oregon Trail.

Dear America: A Journey to the New
World
Freak the Mighty
At first, 13-year-old Hattie and her family find the
wagon train adventure exciting, but as time passes,
death, disease, weather, and the terrain make it a
tedious and dangerous trip. Through Hattie's diary,
the rigors--and the joys--of this fascinating era in
history are deftly chronicled.

True North
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Twelve-year-old Patsy keeps a diary of the ripe but
confusing time following the end of the Civil War and
the granting of freedom to former slaves.

Across the Wide and Lonesome Prairie
The Trail of the Lonesome Pine
Dear America: I Thought My Soul Would
Rise and Fly - Library Edition
A memoir of a childhood homesteading in frontier
Colorado: “A book from the heart . . . the stuff of the
American dream” (The New York Times). In this
memoir of a lost America, Hal Borland tells the story
of his family’s migration to eastern Colorado as
homesteaders at the turn of the twentieth century. On
an unsettled and unwelcoming prairie landscape, the
Borlands build a house, plant crops, and eke out a
meager existence. While life is difficult—and selfreliance is necessary with no neighbors for miles—the
experience brings the family close and binds them
closer to the terrible and beautiful natural patterns
that govern their lives. Borland would grow up to
study journalism and become an acclaimed nature
writer, and it was these childhood years on the prairie
that shaped the author’s heart and mind.

The Journal of Jesse Smoke
During the Nazi persecution of the Jews in Austria,
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twelve-year-old Julie Weiss escapes to America to live
with her relatives in New York City.

The Girls Who Chased Away Sorrow
A diary account of 14-year-old Susanna Fairchild's life
in 1849, when her father succumbs to gold fever on
the way to establish his medical practice in Oregon
after losing his wife and money on their steamship
journey from New York. Includes an historical note.
Originally published with Scholastic's Dear America
series, "Seeds of Hope" shares characters from
"Across the Wide and Lonesome Prairie: The Oregon
Trail Diary of Hattie Campbell, 1847."

Across the Plains in 1844
Because of the strong influence which her
grandfather, an abolitionist, has in her life, fourteenyear-old Lucy assists a fugitive slave girl in her
escape.

Across the Wide and Lonesome Prairie
A diary account of thirteen-year-old Anetka's life in
Poland in 1896, immigration to America, marriage to a
coal miner, widowhood, and happiness in finally
finding her true love.

Seeds of Hope
“A gripping murder story and incandescent moral
fable, set in hardscrabble Eastern Washington during
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the Great Depression.” —The Seattle Times In
Lonesome Animals, Arthur Strawl, a tormented former
lawman, is called out of retirement to hunt a serial
killer with a sense of the macabre who has been
leaving elaborately carved bodies of Native Americans
across three counties. As the pursuit ensues, Strawl’s
own dark and violent history weaves itself into the
hunt, shedding light on the remains of his broken
family: one wife taken by the river, one by his own
hand; an adopted Native American son who fancies
himself a Catholic prophet; and a daughter, whose
temerity and stoicism contrast with the romantic
notion of how the west was won. In the vein of True
Grit and Blood Meridian, Lonesome Animals is a
western novel reinvented, a detective story inverted
for the west. It contemplates the nature of story and
heroism in the face of a collapsing ethos—not only of
Native American culture, but also of the first wave of
white men who, through the battle against the
geography and its indigenous people, guaranteed
their own destruction. But it is also about one man’s
urgent, elegiac search for justice amidst the craven
acts committed on the edges of civilization. “Call it
literary fiction, classic western realism, or historical
noir, Holbert is a writer of formidable skill and this
auspicious debut should have considerable crossover
appeal.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review) “This
book is audacious.” —Kirkus Reviews

Texas Wide Open
A young girl living at three Hudson's Bay Company
posts yearns for more adventure and freedom than
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the rules of mid-1800s HBC society allow. Motherless
for years, and now orphaned when a hunting accident
takes her father's life, Jenna Sinclair is in the care of
her prim Aunt Grace, who always finds fault with
Jenna's high spirits and tendency to break rules. Jenna
finds kindred spirits in her Grandmother, one of the
Home Guard Cree who lives near Fort Edmonton, and
with her friend Suzanne. But even then, Jenna is still
eager to have more freedom, and daydreams of
finding Adventure with a capital A. Opportunity
knocks after Jenna moves southwest with her newlymarried aunt to Fort Colvile, and begs her aunt to let
her attend a ""real"" school at Fort Victoria on
Vancouver's Island. With a small brigade, she begins a
sometimes harrowing journey down rivers and over
mountains to her new life. But the teachers at the
new school are even more strict than her aunt, and
she can't find a friend as likeable as Suzanne. Ever
restless, Jenna wants the kind of excitement worthy of
being included in a Novel. By sneaking outside the
fort walls, spying on the Company officers, even
visiting the forbidden Songhees village, she
sometimes finds more than she bargained for. As
Jenna faithfully records her observations of the world
around her - bringing the reader ""inside the walls""
of three very different HBC posts - she makes
surprising discoveries about herself, and about
Heroes, Villains and the places where Adventure can
truly be found."

A Picture of Freedom
When Jesse Smoke and his family are forced to leave
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their home, land, and belongings, they must journey
west, along with several thousand other Cherokees,
on The Trail of Tears.

Night in the Lonesome October
John Fox Jr. published this great romantic novel of the
Cumberland Mountains of Kentucky and Virginia in
1908, and the book quickly became one of America’s
favorites. It has all the elements of a good
romance—a superior but natural heroine, a hero who
is an agent of progress and enlightenment, a group of
supposedly benighted mountaineers to be drawn into
the flow of mainstream American culture, a generous
dose of social and class struggle, and a setting among
the misty coves and cliffs of the blue Cumberlands.
Reprinted with a foreword by John Ed Pearce, The
Trail of the Lonesome Pine has all the excitement and
poignance that caught and held readers’ interest
when the book first appeared.

Across the Wide Missouri
Max is used to being called Stupid. And he is used to
everyone being scared of him. On account of his size
and looking like his dad. Kevin is used to being called
Dwarf. On account of his size and being some cripple
kid. But greatness comes in all sizes, and together
Max and Kevin become Freak The Mighty and walk
high above the world. An inspiring, heartbreaking,
multi-award winning international bestseller.

The Journal of Jedediah Barstow, an
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Emigrant on the Oregon Trail
The diary of Sarah Nita, a thirteen-year old Navajo
girl, which describes the Navajos' forced 400-mile
walk from their ancestral homeland to Fort Sumner in
1864.

The Winter of Red Snow
The bestselling author of The Face on the Milk Carton
captures the courage of the survivors and first
responders of a 747 crash in this emotional thriller.
Patrick knows he has what it takes to be a full-time
EMT; all he wants is the opportunity to prove it. But in
the face of tragedy, Patrick will need to rely on his
experience and conviction. While Heidi has all the
advantages money can buy, she doesn’t feel like she
fits in. Not in school and not on her parents’ estate in
upstate New York. But when a plane crashes in the
woods, Heidi is surprised to discover a hidden
strength. These teenagers have something to prove:
to their parents, to their town, to themselves. And
they’ll get the chance when Flight #116 goes down.
Heartbreaking and hopeful, this captivating thriller
from the multimillion-copy bestselling author of the
Janie Johnson series will keep you on the edge of your
seat until the final page. This ebook features an
illustrated biography of Caroline B. Cooney including
rare images and never-before-seen documents from
the author’s personal collection.

Dear America: Across the Wide and
Lonesome Prairie
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The author of "Across the Wire" offers brilliant
investigative reporting of what went wrong when, in
May 2001, a group of 26 men attempted to cross the
Mexican border into the desert of southern Arizona.
Only 12 men came back out. "Superb . . . Nothing less
than a saga on the scale of the Exodus and an ordeal
as heartbreaking as the Passion . . . The book comes
vividly alive with a richness of language and a
mastery of narrative detail that only the most gifted
of writers are able to achieve.--"Los Angeles Times
Book Review."

Adaline Falling Star
PATHS LESS TRAVELED By: Gordon DuBois Many a
fascinating tale is told in this outstanding collection of
hiking columns penned by avid tramper Gordon
DuBois. Paths Less Traveled takes the reader along
trails – and sometimes off-trail - far and wide across
the Lakes Region, the White Mountains, and the
lonesome North Country. Within these pages you’ll
find vivid narratives of treks to peaks, ponds,
waterfalls, old logging railroad grades, abandoned
villages, big trees, little-known conservation lands,
and many other interesting destinations. The trips
range from family-friendly strolls to epic bushwhacks
and daunting rock scrambles. Along the way the
author provides a generous helping of local historical
lore. Also included are useful tips on safe hiking in
summer and winter, leave no trace principles, senior
fitness, and a canine perspective from Reuben, the
author’s faithful trail companion. Paths Less Traveled
will be a treasured addition to any New Hampshire
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hiker’s bookshelf. Steven D. Smith, Co-Editor of the
AMC White Mountain Guide Paths Less Traveled
describes several trails in Meredith complete with
details on how to find them and what to expect when I
get there. I am a novice hiker with a young dog and
Gordon's book has helped us to get started on
adventures without feeling overwhelmed by trails that
are too challenging or too crowded for us. Erin
Apostolos, Director Meredith Public Library If you are
an explorer who likes to seek out destinations that are
a bit different or are off the radar away from the
crowds, Paths Less Traveled is for you. Author Gordon
DuBois draws upon his extensive experience hiking
throughout New England to bring the reader to some
locations that are more well-known and many that are
not, some by trail and others by bushwhack.
Peppered with personal anecdotes and interesting
historical narratives, Paths Less Traveled is a
captivating read and will appeal to both the
experienced and novice hiker. Ken MacGray, Co-Editor
of the AMC Southern New Hampshire Trail Guide, 5th
Edition

The Fences Between Us
In an attempt to save his daughter's life, Eva's father
sends her from Poland to a labor camp in
Czechoslovakia where she and her sister, Rachel, are
forced to make blankets and uniforms for the German
army.

One Eye Laughing, the Other Weeping
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Eleven-year-old Abigail presents a diary account of
life in Valley Forge from December 1777 to July 1778
as General Washington prepares his troops to fight
the British.

The Devil's Highway
In this book, we have hand-picked the most
sophisticated, unanticipated, absorbing (if not at
times crackpot!), original and musing book reviews of
"Across the Wide and Lonesome Prairie: The Oregon
Trail Diary of Hattie Campbell, 1847." Don't say we
didn't warn you: these reviews are known to shock
with their unconventionality or intimacy. Some may
be startled by their biting sincerity; others may be
spellbound by their unbridled flights of fantasy. Don't
buy this book if: 1. You don't have nerves of steel. 2.
You expect to get pregnant in the next five minutes.
3. You've heard it all.
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